
Sotar 20/20...of heavenly vision perfected,  

only the true soul sees of the limitless beauty that is beyond. 
The luxuriously streamlined vehicle winds through the smooth twisting 
road of a sculpted mountainside, behind the wheel flows adrenaline.  
You feel, become, are, one with the automobile.  The glide of the eagle 
as it soars through its sky with graceful force.  Your exhilaration as you 
join in flight with the majestic being held in your gaze.  You feel its flow, 
its vision, its freedom.  The sense of performance, precision, forceless 
control as the trigger slides back and vision transfers from soul to sur-
face.  These are the sensations of the airbrush artist only to be known, 
felt, in use of the instrument of artistic creation that is SOTAR 20/20. 
 

Whether an illustrator seeking undetectable gradation of colored real-
ism, or a master miniature artisan placing the visionary gleam in the 
fantasy figure’s eye, no airbrush will provide control, capability, perfor-
mance, as that of the SOTAR 20/20. 
 

To use the SOTAR 20/20 is to know, to feel, a performance of airbrush 
beyond the senses of earthly realms.   
 

Only from BADGER AIR-BRUSH CO., American Made Airbrush Excellence! 

 

SOTAR SPECIFICATIONS 
 

DUAL ACTION / GRAVITY FEED / INTERNAL MIX  
 

 NOZZLE SIZE  LINEAR ANGLE 
 FINE (F) = .2MM  FINE (F) = 4° 
 MEDIUM (M) = .3MM MEDIUM (M) =4 .5° 
 LARGE (L) = .5MM  LARGE (L) = 5° 
 

ATOMIZATION SCALE 
80 (F) — 120 (L) MICRON 

 

SPRAY PATTERN RANGE 
HAIR LINE (F) TO 1 1/4” (L) 

 

COLOR CUP CAPACITY 
1/8 oz. (4ml) 

 

RECOMMENDED MEDIA 
INKS, WATERCOLORS, DYES,  

PROPERLY REDUCED ARTIST ACRYLICS 

MADE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA by 
Badger Air-Brush Co., 9128 Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, IL 60131    Phone:1(847)678-3104     www.BadgerAirBrush.com 

Illustration art of Adriano Alberto Ayerbe 

Historical figure art of James Craig 

 

SOTAR FEATURES 
 

  ~no thread micro tip nozzle 
 

  ~patented easy needle 
    release system 
 

  ~1/1000” micrometer spray   
     pattern setting system 
 

  ~track and winged easy  
    assembly back lever design 
 

  ~one piece control ease  
    trigger mechanism 
 

  ~minimum/maximum spray  
    pattern setting system 
 

  ~ergonomic over-valve 
    finger/thumb rest 


